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Meeting and greeting people
Using forms
Following instructions

Verb be
I’m Danielle. I’m a technician.
Imperatives

Basic vocabulary: say, write …
Tools, fixings, electrical parts, occupations

1.2 Letters and
numbers p.6

Exchanging information
Using forms
Units of measurement

How do you spell … ?

Personal details
Cardinal numbers
Alphabet
Abbreviations of units: kg, m

1.3 Dates and times p.8 Using numbers
Talking about travel timetables
Making appointments

LH three oh six. Monday the twenty-eighth
of December.

Ordinal numbers
Dates and times
Decimals

2.1 Naming p.10

Identifying things

What’s that? It’s a car.
What’s this called?
this, that, these, those

Parts: wheel, axle, plate …
Fixings: nuts, bolts, nails …
Vehicles: car, bike, plane …

2.2 Assembling p.12

Using checklists
Saying what you need for a job
Using an instruction manual

I need some bolts. What size?
Imperative + object + location: Put the wheel on
the axle.

Verbs: loosen, tighten, push …
Linear: mm, mil, millimetre

2.3 Ordering p.14

Using voicemail
Ordering by phone
Introducing yourself and others

How many do you need?
What’s your name? Please spell that.

Numbers: double 5, zero
Sizes: small, medium, large
Colours: red, blue, black …

Unit 3 Parts (2)

Review Unit A p.16
3.1 Tools p.20

Describing components
Using a product review

Present simple of have
My multi-tool has blades and a spanner.

Tools: spanner, (a pair of ) pliers
Parts of tools: shaft, blade, head …

3.2 Functions p.22

Saying what things do
Describing a product
Talking about people’s jobs

Present simple
A chisel cuts wood.
Where do you work?

Verbs: measure, grip, cut, open …
Everyday tools: torch, alarm …
Occupations: operator, technician …

3.3 Locations p.24

Saying where things are

Adverbials and prepositions of location
Where is it? It’s at the top.

Location: top, bottom, middle …
Computer and electronic equipment

4.1 Directions p.26

Describing direction of movement

Adverbials of direction
can, can’t, cannot
Can a helicopter fly backwards? Yes, it can.

Direction: up, down, forwards …
Adverbs: straight, vertically
Angles: degrees

4.2 Instructions p.28

Using an instruction manual

Imperative + present simple
Push the joystick upwards and the plane
accelerates.

Movement: ascend, descend …
Controls: joystick, switch …
Speed: km/h, m/s

Using an instruction manual
Giving and following instructions
Explaining what happens

When clause
When you pull the lever backwards, the truck
reverses.

Movement: drive, reverse …

5.1 Heating system
p.36

Explaining how fluids move around a system
Using a flow chart

Present simple
The water flows through the pipe into the tank.
Prepositions of movement

Parts of a fluid system: inlet …
Prepositions: into, out of, to …
Verbs: enter, flow, sink …

5.2 Electrical circuit
p.38

Explaining how an electrical circuit works

Zero conditional
If the battery is empty, the current doesn’t flow.

Circuit: battery, conductor …
Electrical units: ampere, watt

5.3 Cooling system p.40

Explaining how cooling systems work
Describing everyday routine

Reference words: here, it, this
Present simple in routines

Cooling system parts: engine, fan …
Temperature: degrees Celsius

6.1 Materials testing
p.42

Giving a demonstration
Explaining what you’re doing

Present continuous
I’m stretching the rope.

Verbs: bend, cut, compress …
Spelling: strike/striking …

6.2 Properties
p.44

Describing the properties of materials

What’s it made of?
You can’t bend it. = It’s rigid.

Materials: aluminium, graphite …
Properties: hard, rigid, tough …

6.3 Buying p.46

Using a customer call form
Buying and selling by phone
Checking
Starting a phone call

What’s your email address?
Could you spell/repeat that?
How many would you like?

Email/Web addresses: at, dot …
Prices: euro, dollar

O
ut

Unit 4 Movement

e

1.1 Basics p.4
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Unit 2 Parts (1)

Unit 1 Check-up
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4.3 Actions p.30

Unit 6 Materials

Unit 5 Flow

Review Unit B p.32

Review Unit C p.48
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Specifying dimensions
Using a specifications chart

How long is it? It’s 9 mm long.
The length of the road is 120 km.

Bridge parts: deck, pier, pylon
Adjectives/nouns: long/length, high/height
Linear and weight: mm, m, kg …

7.2 Quantities p.54

Specifying materials
Buying materials for a job
Using a materials checklist

Countable and uncountable nouns
I’d like some paint, please.

Substances: glue, cement, oil …
Containers: tube, tin, bag …
Area and volume: m3, litre

7.3 Future projects
p.56

Describing plans for the future
Using a Gantt chart

will, won’t
Time expressions: in 2050, at the end of 2050

Verbs: attach, complete, connect …

8.1 Recent incidents
p.58

Taking an emergency call
Explaining what has happened
Checking on progress

Present perfect
I’ve checked the brakes.
Have you checked the tyres?

Car repair: brakes, exhaust pipe …
Building site: beam, bucket, digger …

8.2 Damage and loss
p.60

Reporting damage
Dealing with a customer

Past participles as adjectives: It’s broken. They’re Electrical: antenna, plug …
Damage: bent, broken, dented …
dented.
Loss: missing
There are some scratches on the screen. There’s
no user manual.

8.3 Past events p.62

Discussing past events
Phoning a repair shop

Past simple
They launched it in 2006.
Time expressions: in 2008, on 5th October, fifty
years ago …

Time: today, yesterday, a week ago …
Revision of dates and years
more than, less than

Revision of present simple
The handlebar steers the airboard.

Verbs: control, drive, press …
Parts: body, lever …
Connections: attached to, mounted on …

e

Unit 7 Specifications
Unit 8 Reporting

7.1 Dimensions p.52

Explaining how things work
Explaining what things do

9.2 Hotline p.70

Is the computer connected to the adapter?Short
Listening to an automated phone message
answers: Yes, I have. No, it doesn’t. Yes, it is.
Using a service hotline
Taking a customer through a problem and solution

Electronics and computing: HDMI socket, hub,
powerline adapter ...
Connections: connected to

9.3 User guide p.72

Using a flow chart
Using a troubleshooting guide

Zero conditional + imperative
If it doesn’t start, check the cable.

Electronics: LED, loose (cable) …
Computing: cable, printer …
Car repair: flat (battery) …

10.1 Rules and
warnings p.74

Following safety rules
Giving and following warnings
Using safety signs

could, might, must
Always … Don’t … You mustn’t
… You might trap your hand.

Safety gear: hard hat, gloves …
Hazards: poison, danger …
Accidents: hurt, injure, trap …
Shapes: circular, round …

10.2 Safety hazards
p.76

Giving and following warnings
Noticing safety hazards
Reporting safety hazards

Past tense of be
The fire exit was locked.
There were no fire extinguishers.

Hazard nouns: gap, bare wire …
Hazard adjectives: coiled, damaged, locked …
Safety: fire exit, safety cone …

10.3 Investigations
p.78

Questions in the past simple
Investigating an accident
Where? When? How high? What? How far? How
Reporting an accident
Giving, accepting and turning down an invitation many?

Nouns on a form: position, altitude,
distance …

11.1 Pistons and
valves p.84

Expressing causation, permission and
prevention
Explaining how a four-stage cycle works

Verb constructions
cause, allow + to infinitive
make, let + bare infinitive
stop, prevent + from + gerund

Hydraulics: chamber, inlet, outlet …

11.2 Switches and
relays p.86

Explaining how a relay circuit works
Giving an oral presentation

Further practice of verb patterns in 11.1

Electrical: battery, buzzer, earth …

11.3 Rotors and
turbines p.88

Explaining how a wind turbine works
Making suggestions

Further practice of verb patterns in 11.1
Reference words: it, one

Turbines: blade, brake, gear …
Verbs: drive, rotate, send …

12.1 Data p.90

Describing specifications
Expressing approximation
Checking that data is correct

Revision of question forms
Is that right? No, that’s wrong.

Approximation: about, over, at least …
Nouns: mass, rotation

12.2 Instructions
p.92

Following spoken instructions
Confirming actions
Describing results of actions

Revision of imperative with present continuous

Revision of controls, vehicles, direction adverbs,
verbs of movement

12.3 Progress p.94

Describing maintenance work
Checking progress with a Gantt chart

Revision of present perfect, past simple, present Maintenance and repair: check, inspect,
continuous, and will
assemble …

lin

9.1 Operation p.68

O
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Unit 10 Safety

Unit 9 Troubleshooting

Review Unit D p.64

Unit 12 Checking and
confirming

Unit 11 Cause and effect

Review Unit E p.80

Review Unit F p.96

Grammar summary p.100
Reference section p.106
Extra material p.112
Audio script p.119
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1.1 Teamwork p.4

Describing a series of actions
Giving a series of instructions

Revision of present simple and imperative

Maintenance: adjust, lower, raise, tighten …
Equipment: flap, hose, jack, nozzle …

1.2 Training p.6

Reporting jobs in progress
Reporting jobs completed

Revision of present continuous and present perfect
Word order of phrasal verb: take off the tyres/take
them off

Phrasal verbs: pump in, switch off …

1.3 Method p.8

Discussing how things work
Describing method

Method: by + gerund
Method: by/using; by using/by means of + noun

Activation devices: cord, lever, screen, sensor …

2.1 Routines p.10

Describing routines
Explaining future plans
Job descriptions

Use of present simple: job descriptions and routines
Use of present continuous: current actions and future
plans

Line management: report to, supervise …
Job titles: Assistant, Crew, Operator, Supervisor

2.2 Plans p.12

Stating plans and intentions
Arranging a meeting by phone
Writing emails

Future: present continuous; going to
Intentions: /plan/want/intend/hope + to
Formulae in emails

Work tasks: hold (a meeting), inspect, meet, run (a fire drill)

2.3 New job p.14

Talking about your CV
Job adverts and interviews

Revision of past simple

Headings on a CV: experience, qualification, training …
Syllable stress: engineer, engine, engineering

3.1 Limits p.20

Explaining dimension limits
Comparing two items

Revision of dimension: It’s 5 m wide/It has a width of;
2 by 3 metres
Comparative adjectives; too; enough

Specifications: diameter, height, length …

3.2 Products p.22

Asking, offering and checking
Specifying requirements

Modals and contractions: could, would, shall, I’d
Gerund: would you mind … ing?
Pronouns one/ones: Which one? The red one with the
cover.

Customer service: cancel, catalogue, order …

3.3 Equipment p.24

Comparing three or more items
Collaborative problem solving
Reporting on a meeting

Superlative adjectives: the -est of; the most/least (adj)
of

Engine descriptions: cheap, expensive, noisy …

4.1 Infrastructure p.26

Describing a process

Present simple passive: formation and use
Passive with/without by + agent

Stages in a process: casting, cooling, cutting …
Mechanical: chute, conveyor belt, cylinder …

4.2 Manufacturing
p.28

Expressing purpose
Describing two parallel
processes

Purpose clause: to + verb
Passive + to: The car body is painted to protect it from
rust.

Car assembly: axle, body, chassis …
Sequence: finally, first, next …
Simultaneity: meanwhile, simultaneously

Describing a process

Relative clauses (non-defining): which, who

Telecoms: dish, frequency, satellite …
Synonyms: convert/change, receive/get …
Hyphens: high-frequency, 13-amp …

5.1 Uses p.36

Describing use or function

Gerund: (used) for + verb + -ing
Infinitive: (designed) to + infinitive
Act as + noun: it acts as a propeller

Agent nouns in -er/-or: stabilser, transmitter, conductor,
generator …

5.2 Appearance p.38

Describing shape and
appearance

It looks like a dome.
It is shaped like a dome/dome-shaped.
It is in the shape of an L/L-shaped.

Shapes and syllable stress: cylinder/cylindrical …
Letter shapes: A-frame, E-clip, U-bend …

5.3 Definitions p.40

Giving a definition

Defining relative clauses: who, which, that
Definition: A solar panel is a device that converts
sunlight into electricity.

‘Type’ nouns: device, instrument, system …

6.1 Safety p.42

Describing safety hazards
Explaining safety procedures
Expressing necessity

Modals: must/should/have to/need to
Modal + passive: helmets must be worn/have to be
worn/should be worn

Warehouse: aisle, fork, pallet, ramp …
Warning labels: fragile, keep frozen, keep upright …

6.2 Emergency p.44

Brainstorming
Recommending action

Revision of zero conditional
Necessity: must/have to/need to
Recommendation: should

Scuba diving: buoy, buoyant, surface …
Rescue/first aid: artificial respiration, casualty,
treatment …

6.3 Directions p.46

Giving directions to a location
Following directions

Revision of (a) there is/are; (b) if; (c) will; (d) present
continuous

Landmarks: gantry, roundabout, slip road …
Direction phrases: turn left, straight ahead …
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Unit 4 Processes

Unit 3 Comparison

Review Unit A p.16
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Unit 2 Work

Unit 1 Action
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4.3 Communications
p.30

Unit 6 Procedures

Unit 5 Descriptions

Review Unit B p.32

Review Unit C p.48
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Diagnosing causes
Suggesting solutions
Certainty and possibility

Certainty/possibility: must/may/might + be/present
continuous/present perfect: I must have done it.
Try doing …; Why don’t you …? You could ….

Computers: access, click on, connect, log into …

7.2 Reporting to
clients p.54

Reporting on work done

Past simple passive: CCTV cameras were installed on
all floors.
Revision: expressing purpose

Buildings: beam, fire-resistant, structural …

7.3 Dealing with
complaints p.56

Responding to complaints
Sympathising, apologising
Reporting damage/faults

Formulae in letters: I am/was sorry to hear that … /
I am pleased to inform you that … , I look forward to
-ing

Damage: burnt, crushed, twisted …
Compensation: refund, replacement …

8.1 Wave power p.58

Describing motion
Describing how it works
Presenting information orally

Revision of a range of language forms

Movement: clockwise, linear, oscillating, reciprocating,
rotary

8.2 Engines p.60

Actions in sequence
Simultaneous actions
A mechanical cycle

Time clauses: when ; as
Adverbials: after this ; at the same time
Cohesion: this/which referring to a whole clause

Engine parts: cam, camshaft, exhaust valve …

8.3 Cooling and
heating p.62

Describing a flow cycle

Revision of a range of forms

Verb/agent noun/concept noun families: compress/
compression/compressor
Refrigeration: coil, evaporator, valve …

9.1 Sports data p.68

Fractions and percentages
Expressing approximation
Using maintenance schedules

Noun clause: check/make sure that …
Frequency: every 3000 km/at 3000-km intervals;
whichever is the sooner

Approximation: just under/over …
Instruments: altimeter, barometer …

9.2 Sensors p.70

Explaining forces
Describing sensors

Noun modifiers: vehicle crash test dummy

Forces: compression, shear, tension …

9.3 Positioning p.72

Expressing calculations
Expressing measurements

Discourse: for example, in other words, in addition,
however
Indirect Wh- question: find out how deep it is

Measurement: altitude, depth, location …
Operators: equals, multiply by, times …

10.1 Properties p.74

Stating objectives
Describing properties of
materials

Indirect Yes/No question: if /whether
The aim/objective of the test is to find out if the plastic
bends.

Property nouns: plasticity, rigidity …
Property adjectives: plastic, rigid …

10.2 Resistance p.76

Resistance to forces
Marking stages of a
presentation

Modal + passive: It can’t be stretched.
Formulae: I’d like to begin by/that brings me to/as you
can see …

Property suffixes: -able/-ible, -proof, -resistant …
Construction: beam, brace, column …

10.3 Results p.78

Explaining results

Result markers: (and ) so, as, because, since, (and ) as a
result, (and ) therefore

Electrical: earthed, live, neutral, shock …
Causative verbs: loosen, strengthen, widen …

Unit 12 Innovation

Unit 11 Design

O
ut

Review Unit E p.80
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Unit 10 Forces

Unit 9 Measurement

Review Unit D p.64

e

Unit 7 Services
Unit 8 Energy

7.1 Technical
support p.52

11.1 Working
robots p.84

Explaining strengths/
weaknesses
Making suggestions

Noun clause: the main strength of … is that it
can …; I suggest that …

Robotics: joystick, robot, voice-activated …
Construction: girder, scaffolding …

11.2 Eco-friendly
planes p.86

Using a design brief
Giving a presentation

Revision of a range of forms

Aeronautics: drag, lift, thrust …
Plane parts: fuselage, wingtip …

Formulae and questions: I’d like to start by asking a
question: Why do we need a traction kite?

Marine: cargo, mast, sail, supertanker …

11.3 Traction kites p.88 Marking stages of a
presentation

12.1 Zero emission p.90 Explaining needs, problems and Revision of a range of forms
solutions
Reduced relative clause: the energy (which is) released
during braking

Environmental: emission, fossil fuel, greenhouse gas …
Automotive: acceleration, braking, cruising …
Electrical: anode, capacitor, cathode …

12.2 Technological
change p.92

Revision of past simple passive
Revision of present simple passive

Simple machines: belt and pulley, rack and pinion …
Oil drilling: drill bit, drill string, derrick …
Lasers: lens, fibre-optics …

Revision of a range of forms

Car safety systems: cruise control, impact protection …

Describing historical processes
Describing contemporary
processes

12.3 Vehicle safety p.94 Describing someone’s career
Conducting an interview

Review Unit F p.96

Grammar summary p.100
Reference section p.108
Extra material p.111
Speed search p.118
Audio script p.120
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Unit / Section

Lexis / Technology

1.1 Rescue p.4

Interviewing

Incident report

Cohesion

Safety equipment; telecoms

1.2 Transmission p.6

Describing a system

Specification chart

Relative pronouns

Telecoms; satellites

1.3 Operation p.8

Instructions

Operating manual

Present simple; imperative

Instruction verbs; marine;
mechanics

2.1 Future shapes p.10

Degrees of certainty

Prediction report

will for predictions

Plastics applications

2.2 Solid shapes p.12

Describing a process

Process description

Present simple passive

Process verbs

2.3 Hollow shapes p.14

Describing a process

Lecture/Talk

Phrases to refer to a visual

Process verbs; related nouns;
gerunds

3.1 Conditions p.20

Unreal conditions

Presentation; technical news
feature

Present perfect v past simple
First and second conditional

Aerospace; mechanics

3.2 Sequence (1) p.22

Sequence of events

How it works

Time clauses

3.3 Sequence (2) p.24

Sequence of events

How it works

Sequence markers

4.1 Engineer p.26

Planning

CV; covering letter

Present continuous for present
and future; going to

4.2 Inventor p.28

Comparing

Technical journal

Comparative; conjunctions

4.3 Interview p.30

Job-seeking

Job interview

Present perfect v past simple;
for, since, ago

5.2 Instructions p.38

Giving instructions

5.3 Rules p.40

Following rules

6.1 Schedules p.42

Agreeing and disagreeing

6.2 Causes p.44

Cause and effect

6.3 Systems p.46

Describing a system

Review Unit C p.48

7.1 Statements p.52

Reporting statements

Incident investigation

Reported speech

Reporting verbs; security

7.2 Incidents p.54

Reporting incidents

Product review

Past continuous

Electrical

7.3 Progress p.56

Reporting progress; note-making

Lecture/Talk

Discourse markers

Electrical, electronics

8.1 Spar p.58

Discussing past events

Specifications

Present perfect and past simple
passive

Installation, transportation, oil
extraction

8.2 Platform p.60

Method and purpose

Statistics

Cohesion; by (means of); (in
order) to

Construction; active / passive
adjectives

8.3 Drilling p.62

Stages in a task

Technical news feature

Phrases to check understanding

General words with technical
meanings; drilling for oil

9.1 Inventions p.68

Comparing

Test report; design competition
entry

Modifying comparatives

Automotive; electrical

9.2 Buildings p.70

Comparing

Fact sheets

Modifying superlatives

Shapes; architectural

9.3 Sites p.72

Describing appearance

Lecture/Talk; site plan

Complex noun phrases

Technical drawing

10.1 Speculation p.74

Speculating about causes

Technical experts phone-in

Modals + perfect infinitive: must/
may/can’t have

Damage; structural engineering

10.2 Investigation p.76

Speculating about the past

Investigation interview

Third conditional; should/
shouldn’t have

Civil engineering

10.3 Reports p.78

Report writing

Investigation report

Grammar associated with report
sections

Report headings

Specifying materials

Written proposal

Verb forms for expressing
properties

Materials; properties

11.2 Properties (1) p.86

Describing properties

Specifications: materials and
properties

Related verb, noun and
adjectival phrases

Property nouns and related
adjectives; withstand, resist

11.3 Properties (2) p.88

Ability; discussing; suggesting

Meeting; minutes

Suggestion phrases; able to/
capable of -ing

-proof; -resistant

12.1 Threats p.90

Predicting

Graphs; extrapolations; SWOT
chart

Future perfect

Environment

12.2 Innovation p.92

Comparing and contrasting

Technical description

Forms for expressing similarity
and difference

Strong adjectives; aerodynamics;
marine; automotive

12.3 Priorities p.94

Decision-making

Meeting; debate

Superlatives

Electricity; automotive; energy
sources

lin
Unit 10 Disasters

Spacecraft LAS system

Noun suffixes; semi-technical
lexis
Terms used in a CV

Semi-technical lexis; bio-medical

Review Unit E p.80

Employment

11.1 Equipment p.84

Unit 11 Materials

Brainstorming

Lexis / Technology

O
ut

Unit 3 Events
Unit 4 Careers
Unit 5 Safety
Unit 6 Planning

5.1 Warnings p.36

Grammar / Discourse

Review Unit D p.64

Review Unit A p.16

Review Unit B p.32

Genre / Text type

e

Grammar / Discourse

Unit 8 Projects

Genre / Text type

Unit 9 Design

Function / Skill

Phone call; meeting

Discussion markers

Control and warning systems

Manual; training session

Active and passive modals

Maintenance; automotive

Rule book

unless; present participle

Navigation; air traffic

Planning meeting

Future modals

Deadlines; energy; environment

Process description

due to, owing to, because of, as
a result of

Nouns expressing actions; causal
suffixes; fuel processing

Lecture / Talk

Section markers in a talk

Energy; power production

Unit 12 Opportunities

Unit 2 Processes

Unit 1 Systems

Unit / Section

Unit 7 Reports

Contents

Function / Skill

Review Unit F p.96

Language summary p.100
Reference section p.107
Extra material p.109

Speed search p.116
Audio script p.118
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Contents
Function / Skill

Genre / Text type

Grammar / Discourse

Lexis / Technology

1.1 Eureka! p.4

Questioning

Talk + Q&A session

Past / present perfect
continuous

Oil and gas drilling

1.2 Smart wells p.6

Clause linking

Technical article

Past participle; cohesion

Drilling; remote control

1.3 Lasers p.8

Giving a talk

Lecture; technical description

Section markers in a talk

Laser technology

2.1 Spin-offs p.10

Function of a device

Product description

Present / past simple passive;
to + infin; for + -ing; that / which

Products from space
research

2.2 Specifications p.12

Necessity, ability,
recommendation

Design specification; meeting

Modals and semi-modals

Design; mechanical

2.3 Properties p.14

Describing properties

Brainstorming session

Phrases to encourage
participation

Construction; synthetic
textiles

e

Unit 2 Design

Unit 1 Innovations

Unit / Section

Unit 3 Systems

3.1 Problems p.20

3.2 Solutions p.22

3.3 Controls p.24

lin

Review Unit A p.16
Low probability; reassuring

Product recall notice

Present continuous passive;
phrases suggesting low risk

Automotive

Summarising; linking

Product recall notice

Non-defining relative clause;
present participle; although

Automotive; braking systems

Contrasting; note-taking

Lecture

Linkers of contrast

Automotive; aeronautics

4.1 Cyberinfrastructure p.26 Explaining potential

Technical article;spoken
technical explanation

4.2 Applications p.28

Writing a report of an experiment

AI; sensors;
environmental
measurements

Past active vs passive in
reports

O
ut

Unit 4 Networks

applications of a technology

AI; robotics; automotive
assembly

Explaining past
developments

Illustrated spoken
presentation; slides; flow
diagram

Past active vs passive; spoken
vs written features

AI; sensors

5.1 Causes p.36

Cause and effect

Brainstorming session;
‘fishbone’ diagram

Verb / noun / prepositional
phrases of cause and effect

Metallurgy; chemistry

5.2 Procedure p.38

Explaining a process

Technical factsheet

Choosing active or passive

Iron and steel making

5.3 Stages p.40

Note-taking; writing up

Lecture; flow diagram

Gerunds / nouns as captions;
lexical cohesion

Aluminium refining / smelting

6.1 Risk p.42

Degrees of certainty

Risk assessment tool

Phrases expressing degrees of
certainty

Petroleum; environment

6.2 Crisis p.44

Immediate / long-term plans

Critical path analysis; crisis
meeting

Future / future perfect passive;
about to / on the point of

Petroleum; marine

6.3 Projects p.46

Participating in meetings;
arguing for engineering
solution

Engineering team meeting

Phrases for chairing a meeting

Transportation;
mechanical;
electrical

4.3 Developments p.30

Unit 6 Planning  

Unit 5 Processes

Review Unit B p.32

Review Unit C p.48
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Function / Skill

Genre / Text type

Grammar / Discourse

Lexis / Technology

7.1 Developments p.52

Describing developments
and progress

Technology review

Range of forms and functions

ICT; AR; software
engineering

7.2 Comparisons p.54

Comparing; contrasting

Product comparison

Phrases / linkers expressing
comparison and contrast

Electronics; touch screens

7.3 Product launch p 56

Explaining technology to
non-specialists

Product launch

Phrases introducing
explanations / analogies

Electrical; materials science

8.1 Theft p.58

Speculating about past

Work memo; work discussion

Present perfect passive modal

Logistics; warehousing

8.2 Security p.60

Investigating; questioning

Incident report;
company policy
document

Indirect questions and related
noun phrases

ICT; telecoms; security

8.3 Emergency p.62

Degrees of agreement /
disagreement

Safety talk; serious incident
report

Phrases qualifying ‘yes’ or ‘no’;
up to a point / on the contrary

Health and safety; HazMat

9.1 Proposals p.68

Proposing; recommending

Meeting with client

Noun clause / gerund after
propose / recommend / suggest

Electronics; wireless controls

9.2 Definitions p.70

Defining a term

Definition; glossary

Defining relative clause; pre- /
post-modifiers in definitions

Sensor technology

Stipulating conditions

Contract; pre-contract
discussion

Alternatives to if: on condition /
provided that

Work contracts

Concise technical writing

Test plan

Nouns / hyphenated phrases
used as pre-modifiers

Destructive testing;
earthquake proofing

Report format; report-writing

Test report

Grammar / markers associated
with report sections

Testing buildings and
bridges

Collaborative problemsolving

Meeting; pre-meeting briefing
documents

Range of language forms

Non-destructive testing

9.3 Contracts p.72

10.2 Reports p.76

10.3 Methods p.78

O
ut

Unit 10 Testing

10.1 Plans p.74

lin

Unit 9 Agreements

Review Unit D p.64

e

Unit 8 Incidents

  

Unit / Section

Unit 12 Evaluation

Unit 11 Accidents

Review Unit E p.80

11.1 Investigations p.84

Collaborative data
organisation

Raw data for a report

Expressions of causation,
sequence and speculation.

Hydro-electric power;
maintenance

11.2 Reports p.86

Format of report; abstract;
writing a report

Investigative report

Third conditional, present
perfect modal

Accident investigation

11.3 Communication p.88

Assertiveness; summarising;
writing an abstract

Communication guidelines

Phrases to signal
communicative intent

Aviation; aeronautics

12.1 Projects p.90

Sequence of events; past
necessity

Project evaluation report

Perfect participle; past tense of
modals

Agricultural engineering

12.2 Performance p.92

Past ability; self-evaluation

Employee appraisal interview

Three-part phrasal verbs; past
tense of modals

IT, robotics, petroleum

12.3 Innovations p.94

Debating; persuading;
teamwork

Team presentation; awards
committee

Range of language forms

Nanotechnology

Review Unit F p.96

Language summary p.100
Extra material p.110
Speed search p.116
Audio script p.118
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